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In this paper we introduce a new method for the study of the asymptotic 
behavior and the stability of solutions of Volterra equations 
x(t) =y(t> + jf k(t, s)f(s, x(s)) ds, 
-0 
based on the topological degree theory. This method emerged while trying to 
solve a problem raised by G. Vidossich during a course on integral 
equations: does Eq. (1) possess convergent solutions for t + co, when lim, jaj 
y(t) exists, k generates an admissible operator from C, into C, in the sense 
of Corduneanu (see [ 1, Chap. II, Sect. 2.3]), and f is such that 
with A and B constants? 
The idea of the method is simple. Let T be the operator defined by 
Tx(t) = I-’ k(t, s)f(s, x(s)) ds. 
"0 
If it can be shown that the topological degree 
%(I - T, B(O, E), 0) 
is different from zero, for every E > 0, then the equation 
x-TX-J?,=0 (2) 
will have a solution in B(0, E), for /I y Jj, sufficiently small, in view of the 
continuous dependence of the topological degree. Since (2) and (1) are 
equivalent, we may conclude that for each E > 0, there exists 6 > 0 such that 
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/IJJ//~ < 6 implies /Ix//, < E, for at least one solution x of (1). We shall see in 
the proof of Theorem 2 how we can reach the same result for every solution 
of (1). 
We shall prove a result on the existence of convergent solutions of (l), 
answering affirmatively the problem proposed by Vidossich, and therefore 
obtain as special cases a theorem by Bantas, forf Lipschitz with sufficiently 
small Lipschitz constant (hence now the Lipschitz constant can be 
arbitrary), and a theorem of Corduneanu for boundedf: 
The stability theorem has the particular interest of requiring only the 
continuity of J no other hypothesis (such as, for example, 
lim,, (II .f(G x>lllll XII) = 013 as well as no consideration about Liapunov 
functions and the like being necessary. 
The last section contains some applications to ordinary differential 
equations. 
We have dealt only with the problem of convergent solutions. However, 
similar results hold also for other types of asymptotic behavior of solutions 
of (1). Namely, for those cases in which k generates a compact, admissible 
linear operator from C, into C, and f generates a continuous Nemytskii 
operator from C, into C,. 
I am grateful to G. Vidossich for suggesting this research. 
1. EXISTENCE OF CONVERGENT SOLUTIONS 
This paragraph deals with the existence of convergent solutions for 
integral Volterra equations of the form 
using the topological degree as the fundamental tool in the proofs. The main 
assumption is that the pair (C,, C,), for a suitable continuous and positive 
function g, be admissible with respect to the operator 
Kx(t) = j’ k(t, s) x(s) ds. 
-n 
Precedent results due to Bantas and Corduneanu are both particular cases 
of the theorem we shall prove. 
We start by studying Nemytskii operators of C, in C,. Let us consider 
f :R+ xR”+R”, and XC C(R +, R “). The Nemytskii operator associated 
with f on X is the operator F: X-1 C(R +, R”) defined by 
F@>(t) =f(c x(f)> (t > 0). 
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In the following we are interested in Nemytskii operators on X = C,? which 
take their values in C,, are continuous, and transform bounded subsets into 
bounded subsets. The following result characterizes such operators: 
PROPOSITION, If g: R + -+ 10, +a, [ is continuous and j’: R + X R” + R”. 
then 
(i) the operator of Nemq’tskii F, associated withS, transforms bounded 
subsets of C, into bounded subsets of C,, if and oniy g 
sup 
II f(t, XII =M,<+oo, for every k > 0; 
r2O./lxll<k g(f) 
(ii) the Nemytskii operator F, associated withf, is a continuous map OJ* 
C, in C,, if and only ifF(C,) 5 C,, and 
Note that the last part of (ii) is satisfied if g is bounded from below, 
g(t) > N > 0, and if f is uniformly continuous on the sets of the form 
R A x B, with B G R” bounded [in particular it is sufficient to have the 
continuity off, when f does not depend on t: f (t, x) sf(x)]. 
Proof. We prove only the sufficiency of (i). all the rest being direct. To 
this purpose, observe that condition (i) ensures that F(C,) c C,. Then, 
choose k > 0. By hypothesis, there exists a constant M > 0 such that 
Let A- E R” with I/ XII < k. Define the constant function X(t) SE x for every 
t > 0. Then we have 
that is, 
sup II f(t9 x)ll < M 
t>o g(t) (II x II -G k)* 
Q&D. 
The main result of this section is the following: 
THEOREM 1. Letf: R’ x R”+ R” and g: R+ + 10, -+-a0 [ be continuous 
functions satisfying the following conditions: 
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(Fl) there exist two constants, A and B, such that 
II&m -XIII ~&(~)llxll +&T(t); 
(F2) the Nemytskii operator F(x)(t) =f(t, x(t)) is a continuous 
mapping of C, into C,. 
Then there exists a convergent solution of the equation 
x(t) = l’(t) + ,f W, s>f(s, x(s)) ds, tER+, 
0 
for every y E C,, tf the pair (C,, C,) is admissible with respect to the 
operator K defined by 
Kx(t) = [’ k(t, s) x(s) ds, 
* 0 
where k(t, s) is a matrix m x n of continuous functions satisfying condition A 
of Ref. [ 1, p. 281. 
Condition (Fl) is true in particular if g(t) > N > 0 and 
II&-y)ll GAllxll +B. 
Proof. Define the operator T by 
T(x)(t) =-v(t) + j)(l's)f(s, x(s)) ds, tER+, 
which we can indicate by T = y + K o F. 
We shall prove that T(C,) G C, for every y E C,(R+, R”), and then that 
T has a fixed point in C,. 
Indeed, condition (Fl) implies that the Nemytskii operator associated to 
the function f is an operator from C, in C,, by the proposition of the 
precedent paragraph. Therefore, by the hypothesis of admissibility of the pair 
(C, , C,) with respect to K, we have K 0 F(C,) G C,, that is, T(C,) 5 C, . 
Moreover T is a completely continuous operator of C, in C, because 
K o F is an operator obtained by the composition of F, which is continuous 
and transforms bounded subsets of C, into bounded subsets of C,, with K 
which is completely continuous (see [l, Lemma 12.1, p. 631). Now we can 
prove that, for every y E Coo(R+, R” ), T has at least one fixed point in the 
space C,(R +, R”). 
Define the homotopy: 
H: [0, I] x C,(R+,R”)+C,(R+,R”), 
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H(/l, x) = x - ATX. 
We prove that there exists E > 0, such that for the ball B(0, E) in C, we 
have 0 65 (I- Ar)(B(O, E)), for every A E [0, I]. 
Suppose this is not true, then there exist a succession (a,),, in LO, 11, and a 
succession (x,), in C, , such that 
that is, 
- 
llxnIIcc a n, and x, - .I,, TX, = 0, 
Dividing this equation by llxnllco we obtain: 
Therefore 
’ x,(f) 
/I !I 
<A 
IIX,’ 
II YWII + A JI, II W s)ll IIS@, x,z(s)Il ds 
* IlXnllco 
n 
Ilxnlln ’ 
which becomes, by hypothesis (Fl), 
Define 
Then 
(2j 
II Yll = /Ix + j; II W, s)ll &(sIl z,(s>ll ds 
no3 
-I- llx:,lm J: II k(~ s)li ds> ds. 
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In the last inequality, the first term tends to zero when n tends to infinity, 
and so does the third term because 
due to the condition (3.3) of Ref. [ 1, p. 281, about admissibility. 
We now prove that (z,), satisfies all three conditions listed in the 
compactness criterion for C,(R +, R”) (see [ 1, p. 621). The boundedness of 
(z,), is true because ](.zn]], = 1, while the second condition follows from (1). 
It remains to verify the third condition. From the Bantas theorem (see [I, 
p. 28]), and from (I), we obtain: 
Therefore (A, ,< 1) 
II &I(4 - ZA~Il 
< II Jw - Y(cfJ)ll 
llxnlIcu 
+ j: 11 k(t, s) - k(s>ll [Ag(s z,(s>ll 
+B lIx,Ilm 
~]ds+j:llk(s)ll[Ag(s)~lz.(~)~~ ++j-] ds 
(for (Fl)). 
Define N=A + B/IIxnllSo, and observe that ](z,]], = 1. Then 
lIzrAt) - Zn(~II < ” ,,;;x-l;(m)” + NJ’ /I k(t, s) - k(s)]/ g(s) ds 
nm 0 
+ N .m II k(s>ll g(s) ds- J t 
This relation implies the equicontinuity of (z,Jn at +co, because of the 
formula (3.7) of Ref. [l, p. 291. By the Ascoli theorem, there exists a subse- 
quence (z,Jk uniformly convergent in [0, +co ] to a function z. Now we 
define the function 
~(6 s, u> = A II W, s)ll g(s) u, 
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which is an increasing function of u because A llk(t, s)l[ g(s) 2 0. Let u,,, be 
the maximal solution of the linear problem 
v(t) = ( w(t, s, v) ds 
-0 
(3) 
we have, by a well-known integral inequality, 
because, passing to the limit in (2) we obtain 
IIz(~lll < j; A Ilk@, s>ll g(s)llz(s)ll ds. 
Since (3) is linear and homogeneous, v(r) = 0 is the unique solution of (3). 
We conclude z s 0, which contradicts IJz,//, = 1. 
We have thus proved that there exists E > 0, such that x - ITx = 0 has no 
solutions with llxll= E. Therefore, for every ,? E [0, 11, we can calculate 
deg(H@, .), B(0, E), 0) which is a constant function of A. So, 
that is, deg(l - T, B(0, E), 0) # 0, and this is sufficient to conclude that the 
equation has a solution for every J’ E C, . Q.E.D. 
Remark. Theorem 1 contains as particular cases the theorems of Bantas 
and Corduneanu about existence of convergent solutions for Volterra integral 
equations 
x(t) = h(r) + ).1 k(t, s)f(s, x(s)) ds. 
-0 
In these two theorems, exposed in Corduneanu [ 11: it is respectively assumed 
that the Nemytskii operator F associated with f is Lipschitzean, as an 
application of C, in C,, with a sufficiently small Lipschitz constant, while 
in the theorem of Corduneanu there are the following hypotheses: 
(1) iz(r)E C,(R+,R”); 
(2) the pair (C&R +, Rm), C,(R+, R”)) is admissible with respect to the 
operator 
VG”)(f) = ]-r W, s>f(s> d , tER+: 
-0 
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(3) the map x -fi is continuous from 
C={x:xEC,(R+,R”)IJxI(,,<p} 
into C&R +, Rm), and (( fx& < r for every x E Z:; 
(4) if M denotes the norm of K then 
Therefore the Bantas theorem is a simple corollary of Theorem 1, while to 
prove that Corduneanu’s theorem follows from our theorem we must extend 
the function f to the whole space C,(R ‘, R”), in the following way. Let 
B(0, F) be the closed ball in C,(R ‘, R”). Define the retraction 
by 
P: C,(R+,R”)+B(O,p) 
P(x) = x, if x E B(0, p), 
=- I& ) if x 6S B(0, p). 
Consider now the function 
F:R+ xR”-iR”, 
such that F(t, x) =f(t, P(x)). 
By Theorem 1 (f satisfies condition (Fl) with A = 0) there exists a 
solution X E C, of the equation 
x(t) = h(t) + j’ k(t, s) F(s, x(s)) ds, tER+. 
0 
We have 
Therefore ll~lj < p, but this implies P(f) = X therefore F(t, 2) =f(t, P(X)) = 
f(t, X), for which reason 2 is a solution of the given equation. 
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2. STABILITY OF CONVERGENT SOLIJTIONS 
In this section we shall study the stability of the convergent solutions to 
Volterra equations of the form 
x(t) = y(t) + ft k(t, s) f(s,x(s) j do. 
-0 
In the following, we shall always assume that f(r, 0) s 0 for every t E R TT 
and therefore, we shall study the stability of the zero solution. For this 
purpose, observe that such a hypothesis is not at all restrictive. It is sufftcient 
to note that to study stability of an arbitrary solution X of the given equation 
is equivalent to studying the stability of the zero solution of the following 
equation: 
z(t) = j-( w, sj g(s, z(s)) ds, 
-0 
where g(t, z) =f(t, z + f(t)) -f(t, x(t)). 
We shall prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Consider the equation 
x(t) = 1.’ W, s)f(s, x(s)) ds, 
-0 
with f: R ’ X U + R”, U E R” being a neighborhood of the origin, such that 
the Nemytskii operator F(x)(t) =f (t, x(t)) is a continuous map of a 
neighborhood of the origin in C,, with values irl C,, k(t, s) is a matrix 
m X n of continuous functions, such that the pair (C,, C,) be admissible 
with respect to the operator 
C(t) = 1” k(t, s) x(s) ds. 
-0 
If the identically zero function is the unique solution of the given equation. 
then it is stable with respect to the space C,, that is, for every E > 0, there 
exists 6 > 0, such that for y E C, and 11 y]I, < 6, every solution of 
x(t) = y(t) + jn’ k(t, s)f(s, x(s)) ds 
satisfles /x(t)/\ < E. 
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ProoJ: Fix E > 0 arbitrarily. We want to determine 6 > 0 for which the 
stability condition is satisfied. Since F: V- C, is continuous, Y being a 
suitable neighborhood of the origin in C,, there exists E,, > 0 such that the 
ball B(0, E,,) in C, is contained in V, and F(B(0, E,,)) is a bounded subset of 
C,. To prove our theorem, it is sufficient to assume E < eO, and so we do. 
Since the equation 
x-KoF(x)=O 
has only the identically zero solution by our hypothesis, we have 
for [Ix]/, = E. 
Since K o F is a compact operator on bounded sets, I-K o F is a closed 
operator on bounded sets (that is, it transforms closed and bounded subsets 
into closed subsets). 
It follows that 
Let v= min(q,, E). We choose 6 = q/4. 
Let y E C, be such that )I y(Joo < q/4. We want to prove that all the 
possible solutions of 
x(f) =v(t> + f k(r, s)f(s, x(s)) ds (1) 
0 
have norm less or equal to E (and therefore, in particular, they exist if co is 
so small that the ball of center the origin and radius so in R” is contained in 
Q 
Let T,, : B(0, ao) -+ C, be defined by 
.t-1/n 
J W, s)f(s, x(s)) ds, 
1 = if t>-. 
0 n 
Observe that T,, is a compact operator: B(0, E) + C,, as one may verify by 
repeating all the considerations used to establish the compactness of K 0 F. 
Moreover, we have 
lim T, = K 0 I;, (2) n 
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uniformly on B(0, s,J. In fact we have 
<M 1-I II W, s>ll gW & -t-l/n 
M being an upper bound for ]]F(.Y)]],, for x E B(O1 so). 
If a > 0 is given, then by condition (3.3) of [ 1, p. 281, there exists t+ > 0 
such that 
M 1.’ II ktt, s)ll g(s) ds < d (t a- tijh -t-l/II 
while from the uniform continuity of t --+ ii // k(t, s)]] g(s) ds [0, ts] there exists 
an integer n, such that 
MLt II & s>ll g(s) ds < iT (0 <t < t+ n > n,). 
-t--l/n 
This implies the validity of (2). 
Sincef(t, 0) = 0, the identically zero function is a fixed point of T,. Since 
1 - T, are nothing else than the Tonelli approximations, it is well known that 
I - T, is an injective operator for every n. Therefore for the topological 
degree we have 
deg(l- T,, V, &),O> f 0, 
by Theorem 4.3.14 of Lloyd [2]. 
Let X, be an arbitrary solution of (1) existing on a maximal interval J, 
contained in [O, +a~ [. Let us denote 
a= sup{t E.qllx,(s)l\ <E(),O<S <t)- 
Since x,(O) =-V(O), we have 0 < (x < + co. There are two possible cases. 
Case 1. CY = + co. Let IZ be so large, that 
IlKoF - ~,l(X>lL@ < + (x E B(O, co)). 
Then for every x with /(x/J, = E, if we define 
f-n(x) = T,(x) - TAX,) + K 0 F(x,.) +x- 
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Hence, we can write 
deg(1- F,,, B(0, E), 0) = deg(Z- T,,, B(0, E), 0) # 0. 
Therefore the equation 
x - f”(*x) = 0 (3) 
has at least one solution in B(0, a). 
x, being the unique solution of (3) (because there is a unique solution of 
x - T,(x) = T,(x,,) + K o F(x,) +JT), it follows that x,, E B(0, s), that is, 
as we wanted to prove. 
lIx,.lI, < 6, 
Case 2. a < + co. We can repeat in the space C([O, a], R”) all the 
considerations made in Case 1, the operators T and T,, being those resulting 
from the restriction off to the interval [0, o]. 
So, we arrive at the same conclusion as for Case 1, but in the space 
C([O, u], R”), that is 
Since E < a,, the function ]]x,,(.)(] remains less than E,, also at the right of CL, 
which contradicts the definition of a. Therefore, Case 2 is absurd. Q.E.D. 
3. APPLICATIONS TO ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
In this section we show how we can apply the results of the precedent 
theorems to study existence and stability of convergent solutions of linear 
perturbed systems. 
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Consider the differential system 
i = A(t) x i f(t, x), 
x(0) = xo3 
(1) 
where x0 E R ‘, A(t) is a square matrix n x n of continuous functions of R - 
in R” and f: R ’ x R” + R n is continuous. 
Let X(t) be the fundamental matrix of the system k = A(t) X, such that 
X(0) = I. By the variation of constant formula, every solution of the system 
(1) may be expressed by the following Volterra equation 
x(t) = x(t) x0 + ft x(t) x- ‘(s)f(s, x(s)) ds. P? 
-0 
We have therefore the following result, which generalizes a theorem proved 
by Bantas (see Corduneanu [ 1, p- 611) in the case in whichfis Lipschitzean, 
with sufficiently small Lipschitz constant. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that the function f which appears in the system (1 f 
satisfies the following inequality: 
For the fundamental matrix X(t) we suppose that 
(Al) there exists lim,t,l X(t) =X(a), 
(A21 .I-? IIX-‘(sjll g(s) ds < + 00. 
Then there exists at least one convergent solution of the system (1). 
Proof. For the equivalence between system (1) and Eq. (2) it is 
sufiicient to prove that (2) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1. We oniy 
have to prove that the kernel 
k(t, s) = X(t) x- ’ (s) 
verifies the conditions of the theorem of admissibility for the pair (C,, C, ). 
In fact conditions A and (3.2) (see [ 1, p. 281) are true with 
k(s) =X(00) x-‘(s). 
As regards (3.3), observe that (Al) and (A2) are sufficient to ensure its 
validity. We have to show that 
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where the last integral is convergent by (A2). We have 
These terms in the right-hand side are arbitrarily small for t sufficiently 
large. Q.E.D. 
With the same argument used to prove Theorem 3, but using Theorem 2 
instead of Theorem 1, we establish the following result, whose interest 
depends on the fact that we assume only a hypothesis of continuity on f, 
without any reference to Liapunov functions. 
THEOREM 4. For the system 
1 = A(t) x +f(t, x), 
the identically zero solution is stable if f (t, 0) = 0, (Al) and (A2) of 
Theorem 3 are true, if x E 0 is the unique solution of the Cauchy problem 
i = A(t) x +f(t, x), 
x(0) = 0, 
and iff: R ’ x U-+ R”, U E R” being a neighborhood of the origin, is such 
that the corresponding Nemytskii operator F(x)(t) = f (t, x(f)) is a continuous 
operator on a neighborhood of the origin in C,, with values in C,. 
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